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1. A method of lifting cargo from a surface, comprising:

flying a powered parafoil cargo delivery device over the cargo;

snagging the cargo while flying over it; and

lifting the cargo off the surface to an elevated level above said surface while

maintaining said flight.

2. A powered parafoil device comprising:

a main body provided with at least one thrust generator for imparting the main

body thrust in a determined direction;

a parafoil connected to the main body by cords attached to the main body at

attachment positions; and

a tilting mechanism which comprises a repositioning mechanism for

repositioning the location of said attachment positions with respect to said main body,

for tilting the main body with respect to the parafoil, when airborne between at least two

States,

wherein in a first state the determined direction of the thrust is substantially

parallel to the direction of flight of the device when airborne, and

wherein in a second state the flight is maintained in a generally constant

elevation, but the determined direction of the thrust is tilted with respect to the direction

of flight of the device when airborne, imparting the main body a thrust vector having a

component in the vertical direction and a component in said direction of flight.

3. The device according to claim 2, wherein said at least one thrust

generator is selected from the group of thrust generators that includes engine powered

rotor, rocket and jet engine.

4. The device according to any of claims 2 and 3 wherein said at least one

thrust generator includes an engine powered back rotor and an engine powered front

rotor.
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5. The device according to any of claims 2-4, comprising a cargo attachment

for snagging a designated cargo while flying over it, suspending the cargo while flying

and releasing the cargo at a designated drop zone.

6. The device according to claim 5, wherein the cargo attachment includes a

sling and a controllable hook for engaging and disengaging with a cargo.

7. The device according to claim 6, wherein the sling has an adjustable

length.

8. A method for increasing lift of a powered parafoil device, the device

including a main body provided with at least one thrust generator for imparting the main

body thrust in a determined direction; a parafoil connected to the main body by cords

attached to the main body at attachment positions, where the main body is generally in a

first state wherein the determined direction of the thrust is substantially parallel to the

direction of flight of the device when airborne, the method comprising:

operating a tilting mechanism for tilting the main body with respect to the

parafoil, when airborne, such as to tilt the main body to a second state wherein the flight

is maintained in a generally constant elevation, but the determined direction of the thrust

is tilted with respect to the direction of flight of the device when airborne, imparting the

main body a thrust vector having a component in the vertical direction and a component

in said direction of flight.

9. A method for cargo delivery comprising:

providing a powered parafoil cargo delivery device that includes a main body

provided with at least one thrust generator for imparting the .main body thrust in a

determined direction; a parafoil connected to the main body by cords attached to the

main body at attachment positions; a tilting mechanism for tilting the main body with

respect to the parafoil, when airborne; and a cargo attachment for snagging a designated

cargo while flying over it, suspending the cargo while flying and releasing the cargo at a

designated drop zone;

flying the device to a cargo pick-up point;



tilting the main body using the tilting mechanism so that the direction of the

thrust is tilted with respect to the direction of flight of the device, imparting the main

body a thrust vector having a component in the vertical direction and a component in

said direction of flight such that the flight is maintained in a generally constant

elevation, and snagging the cargo using the cargo attachment while flying over it;

flying the device with the cargo to a drop zone; and

dropping the cargo at the drop zone by releasing the cargo from the cargo

attachment.

10. The method according to claim 9, comprising tilting the main body using

the tilting mechanism after the snagging of the cargo so as to realign the direction of

thrust and the direction of flight of the device when airborne.

11. The method according to any of claims 9 and 10 comprising maintaining

the cargo at the pick up point at an elevated position with respect to ground level to

allow room for elevation loss of the device after snagging of the cargo.

12. The method according to any of claims 9-11, comprising maintaining the

cargo stationary when snagged.

13. The method according to any of claims 9-11, comprising moving the

cargo when snagged substantially parallel to the device.

14. The method according to any of claims 9-13, wherein the step of flying

the device to a cargo pick-up point includes navigating the device to the pick-up point.

15. The method according to any of claims 9-14, wherein the step of flying

the device to a cargo pick-up point includes homing the device to the cargo pick-up

point using a homing technique.

16. A method for cargo delivery comprising:
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providing a powered parafoil cargo delivery device that includes a main body

provided with at least one thrust generator for imparting the main body thrust in a

determined direction; a parafoil connected to the main body by cords attached to the

main body at attachment positions; a tilting mechanism for tilting the main body with

respect to the parafoil, when airborne;

flying the device with attached cargo to a drop zone;

tilting the main body using the tilting mechanism so that the direction of the

thrust is tilted with respect to the direction of flight of the device, imparting the main

body a thrust vector having a component in the vertical direction and a component in

said direction of flight such that the flight is maintained in a generally constant

elevationbut at a reduced airspeed; and

dropping the cargo at the drop zone by releasing the attached cargo from the

device.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

This statement accompanies amendment under Article 19 PCT and is in response to the Written
Opinion of the International Searching Authority mailed on November 16, 2010. The statement
and amendment are being filed on January 16, 2011, the official due date being a Sunday.

Applicant submits that the claims, at least as now amended, are novel and inventive over
documents D1-D3. The following remarks relate primarily to the independent claims. The
dependent claims are patentable at least by virtue of their dependency on their parent claims.

None of the cited documents teaches the combination of features claimed in claim 1. In
particular D1-D3 are all silent regarding the snagging of cargo while flying over it, since in each
of D1-D3 the device already carries the cargo upon takeoff.

Each of claims 2, 8 9 and 16 recites, among other features, the features of (i) maintaining flight
in a generally constant elevation while the main body is tilted, and (ii) a tilt state in which the
thrust vector has a component in the vertical direction and a component in the direction of the
flight. None of the documents teaches or imply this combination of features, nor does a
combination of the references teach these features.

It is firstly noted that D1-D3 are all concerned with maneuvering the device and that any change
of angle taught by these documents is for the purpose of changing the elevation or direction of
flight.

Dl teaches a system which tilts the wing thus causing the airfoil to lower in front or back (Dl, at
paragraph 42). Dl is silent with respect to tilting the main body . It is noted that lowering the
airfoil in front or back necessarily changes the angle of attack hence also the elevation, contrary
to the claims.

D2 teaches a fuselage, a parachute wing, and a platform wing on which the parachute wing is
folded. D2 allow some roll movement, but the skilled person would not confuse this roll
movement with the tilting of the claims since rolling is about an axis parallel to the flight
direction, and, as such, does not change the direction of the thrust vector.

D3 is also silent with respect to tilting the main body. At column 9 lines 52-54, D3 teaches
tilting of the inflatable container . However, the container, which is the balloon that provides the
buoyancy effect (see element 2 in D3's drawings), cannot be considered as the main body of the
device. Moreover, the tilt of the container necessarily changes the elevation, contrary to the
claims.

An additional feature recited in claim 2 is a repositioning mechanism for repositioning the
location of the attachment positions with respect to the main body. This feature is not taught or
implied by any of D1-D3. It is noted that all the drawings of D1-D3 show fix connections to the
main body.

t . -th r tore the Applicant's opinion that the unique and highly advantageous device and method
cjlJiniM ii'the present application are both novel and inventive.
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